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Nuclear Power Reactors: A Study in
Technological Lock-in
ROBIN COWAN
Recent theory has predicted that if competing technologies operate under dynamic increasing returns, one, possibly inferior, technology will dominate the
market.The historyof nuclearpowertechnologyis used to illustratethese results.
Light water is considered inferior to other technologies, yet it dominates the
marketfor power reactors. This is largely due to the early adoption and heavy
developmentby the U.S. Navy of light water for submarinepropulsion.When a
marketfor civilian power emerged, light water had a large head start, and by the
time othertechnologieswere readyto enterthe market,lightwaterwas entrenched.

he history of nuclearpower generationcan be seen as a competition
among several technologies to capture the market. This competition, which began immediatelyfollowing WorldWar II, was eventually
won by the light water technology. At a 1982 conference on nuclear
power experience a U.S. delegate claimed: "In retrospect, choosing the
LWR [light water reactor] was a wise decision. Not only is the LWR
used almost exclusively in the USA today, but this type, based largely
on technology developed in the USA, is being used for about 80 percent
of all the reactors built or under construction in the world today.''"
While an appropriatedecision at the time, it now seems that light water
may have been an unfortunatechoice. One of the interestingfeatures of
this history is the belief held by many that light water is not the best
technology, either economically or technically. The evidence in support
of this belief, while not incontrovertible,is strongenough to supportthe
contention that light water is not the superiortechnology. This suggests
that other technologies should still be present in the market. Light
water, however, has taken virtually the entire market.
T

COMPETINGTECHNOLOGIES

The Stanley Steamer, direct current electricity, and gas graphite
reactors were, at one time, considered the best availabletechnology by
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knowledgeablepeople.2 They also share the feature of being technologies that are not used today.
Importantin the competition between direct and alternatingelectric
current were changes in the environment in which technologies operated, alteringwhich aspects of the technology were desirableand which
ought to be considered "best."3 Initially, when electricity transmission
took place over short distances, direct current seemed to have an
advantage, as it was technically better equipped to meet peak loading
problems. As transmissiondistances grew, however, alternatingcurrent
gained the upper hand, to a great extent due to its ability to transmitat
high voltages and then use step-down transformersto lower the voltage
for consumers, thus circumventingthe problemsof voltage loss. Now,
however, direct currentis makingsomewhat of a comeback, with very
long-distance, very high-voltage transmission. Similar changes have
occurred in the case of nuclear reactors, but here they are more clear
cut. Everywhere except in Canada, militaryissues were the first to be
considered-in France and the United Kingdomweapons-gradefissionable materialwas in demand;in the United States naval propulsionwas
the mainapplication.When these demandshad been relieved or were no
longer so pressing, civilian power emerged as the main consideration,
and the importantcharacteristicsof reactors became cost and safety.
After a market for civilian nuclear power was established, these
concerns remainedin the forefront. Very importantin the development
of nuclearpower, though, was the early interestin militaryapplications.
The effects which followed from the military'sdefinitionof "best" have
been felt ever since.
One part of the explanation for the demise of the Stanley Steamer
early this century was the reluctanceon the partof the Stanley brothers
to adopt high volume manufacturing.4Anotherlies in what BrianArthur
refers to as "historical small events." The steam car fared poorly in
importantraces against petrol cars, and at a crucial time there was an
outbreakof hoof and mouth disease in the northeasternUnited States.
This closed the horse troughs which were used to refill the boilers of
steam cars. The outbreaklasted six months in 1914, long enough to do
2 For other case studies of competingtechnologies,see PaulDavid, "CLIOand the Economics
of QWERTY,"AmericanEconomic Review, 75 (May 1985);MorrisTeubal and EdwardSteinmueller, "GovernmentPolicy, Innovation and Economic Growth: Lessons From a Study of
Satellite Communications,"Research Policy, 11 (Oct. 1981);and S. H. Karlson, "Adoption of
CompetingInventionsby United States Steel Producers,"Reviewof Economicsand Statistics, 68
(Aug. 1986).
3See Paul David with Julie Bunn, "The Economics of Gateway Technologiesand Network
Evolution:Lessons from ElectricitySupplyHistory," InformationEconomicsand Policy, 3 (No.
2, 1988).
4 See Brian Arthur, "CompetingTechnologiesand Economic Prediction," Options, InternationalInstitutefor AppliedSystemsAnalysis(Laxenburg,Austria,1984);andCharlesMcLaughlin,
"The Stanley Steamer:A Study in Unsuccessful Innovation,"Explorationsin Entrepreneurial

History, 7 (Oct. 1954).
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irreparabledamage to the reputationof the steam automobile. Similar
events shaped the outcome of the nuclear reactor competition. First,
Hyman Rickover was put in charge of the U.S. naval propulsion
programin 1946. His preferencefor light water was central to most of
the history that followed. Second, the explosion of the Soviet nuclear
bomb in 1949 caused a civilian power project to be rushed forward,
before the physicists involved were ready to make a choice among the
available technologies, effectively forcing the choice of light water.
Finally, direct currentand the Stanley Steamer technologies and gas
graphite and heavy water reactors share one further characteristic.
They were all new technologies, competing with other new ones, all
operatingunder dynamic increasingreturns.
COMPETINGTECHNOLOGIESAND INCREASINGRETURNS

Recent theoretical work on competing technologies has focused on
situations in which superiortechnologies can disappearfrom the market.5 If technologies operate under dynamic increasing returns (often
thought of in terms of learning-by-doingor learning-by-using),then
early use of one technology can create a snowballing effect by which
that technology quickly becomes preferred to others and comes to
dominate the market.
Following Arthur,considera marketin which two types of consumers
adopt technology sequentially.As a result of dynamicincreasingreturns
arisingfrom learning-by-using,the payoffto adoptinga technology is an
increasing function of the number of times it has been adopted in the
6
past. Importantwith regardto which technology is chosen next is how
many times each of the technologies has been used in the past. Arthur
shows that if the order of adopters is random (that is, the type of the
next adopter is not predictable)then with certaintyone technology will
claim the entire market. He also shows that both technologies have a
positive probabilityof dominating.Thus the marketcan get locked into
an inferior technology.7
5 For a survey of the recent competingtechnologiesliterature,see BrianArthur,"Competing
Technologies:An Overview," in G. Dosi, et al., eds., TechnicalChange and Economic Theory
(London, 1988). "Superior"here means "inherentlysuperior."Theoreticalresults indicate that
undera varietyof conditions,only one technologywill survivein the market.Giventhis result, the
superiortechnologyis that which, if it were to be the survivingone, would maximizenet benefits
from the technologychoice process. This is an ex post definitionof "superior."
6 "Technology"hereis a genericterm. FollowingKennethArrow:"At any momentof time, the
new capital goods incorporateall the knowledgethen available, but once built their productive
efficiencycannot be alteredby subsequentlearning."KennethArrow, "The Economic Implications of Learningby Doing," Review of Economic Studies, 29 (June 1962),p. 157. Technologies
improvebut particularinstances of them do not.
7 This model is presentedin BrianArthur,"On CompetingTechnologiesand HistoricalSmall
Events: The Dynamicsof Choice Under IncreasingReturns"(InternationalInstitutefor Applied
Systems Analysis WorkingPaper WP-83-90,1983);and in BrianArthur,"CompetingTechnolo-
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In this model it is assumed that the futurepayoffs to a technology are
well known.8 Typically, however, when a technology is introducedits
future payoffs are not well known. Though it is safe to assume that
payoffs will increase with use, the degree of improvement is often
difficult to predict. Thus a second type of learning common to new
technologies is learning-about-payoffs.As a technology is used more
and more, the uncertaintyabout its benefitsis reduced. This feature has
been modeled as a multiarmedbanditwhich allows explicit recognition
of two effects of every adoption: the adopter receives an immediate
payoff, and more informationis generated about the inherent "goodness of that technology.9 This model shows that even if there is a
powerful central authority managingthese two features optimally, the
results of the earlier model remain: one technology takes the entire
market, and each technology has a positive probabilityof being dominant. An inferiortechnology can dominatethe marketif when first used
the inherently superior technology's payoff causes the decision maker
to lower his estimate of how good it "really" is. As a consequence he
switches to the other technology which may produce results good
enough that the estimate of its value is not lowered. Because the
superiortechnology is not being used, it cannot prove its superiorityor
advance along its learningcurve. If the results of the inferiortechnology
are good for long enough, the decision makerwill eventually have very
strong beliefs that it is better than the first technology. Thus he will
never switch back to the initial, superior technology, and the inferior
technology will dominate the market. This mechanism operates a
fortiori in the absence of a central decision maker.
Both types of learning-learning-by-doing and learning-about-payoffs-were present throughout the history of nuclear power, and so
theory predicts that one technology, not necessarily the best, would
come to dominatethe market.Theory also suggests that events early in
the process can be crucial in determiningthe long-run outcome. This
gies, IncreasingReturns,and Lock-Inby HistoricalEvents," EconomicJournal, 99 (Mar. 1989).
It is possible to find sets of parametersand functionssuch that only one technologyis ever used,
and so these results will be violated. The results are very general, however.
8 Many other models make the same assumption. See, for example, Joe Farrell and Garth
Saloner, "Standardization,Compatibilityand Innovation," Rand Journal of Economics, 16
(Spring 1985); Joe Farrell and Garth Saloner, "Installed Base and Compatibility,"American
Economic Review, 76 (Dec. 1986); Michael Katz and Carl Shapiro, "Network Externalities,
Competitionand Compatibility,"AmericanEconomicReview, 75 (May 1985);and MichaelKatz
and Carl Shapiro, "TechnologyAdoptionin the Presence of Network Externalities,"Journalof
Political Economy, 94 (Aug. 1986).

9 See Robin Cowan, "Backing the Wrong Horse: Sequential Technology Choice Under
IncreasingReturns"(Ph.D. diss., StanfordUniversity, 1987).The multiarmedbanditis a problem
studied in probabilitytheory, characterizedas a slot machine with several arms. The arms are
assumedto have differentprobabilitiesof payingout, andthe objectis to playthe armsone at a time
in any order so as to maximizethe expected presentvalue of the winnings.
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seems to have been the case with nuclear power. The early choice of
light water for the U.S. naval programresulted in considerablelearning
about this technology very early in the competition. When the push for
civilian nuclear power emerged in the early 1960s light water was well
advanced along its learningcurve while the other technologies were late
entrants which failed to catch up.
LIGHT WATER, HEAVY WATER, AND GAS GRAPHITE

Nuclear reactors are classified by two of the materialsused in their
construction: the coolant used to transfer heat from the reactor core;
and the moderatorused to controlthe energy level of the neutronsin the
reactorcore.10In a lightwaterreactorbothcoolantandmoderatorare light
water-H20. In a heavy waterreactorboth are heavy water-D20.11 In a
gas graphite reactor the coolant is a gas, usually helium or carbon
dioxide, and the moderatoris graphite. These three types of reactorlight water, heavy water, and gas graphite-while not the only technologies used or feasible were the most extensively developed as competitors in the nuclear power reactor market.
There has always been doubt as to the superiority,both technical and
economic, of the light water reactor.12 It is difficultto document the
claim that light water is inferiorin an ex post sense-light water may be
relativelygood now but had a differenttechnology dominated,we would
have an even better reactor. Nonetheless, there are indicationsthat this
hypothesis is true. In the fifties, followinga debate on the relative merits
of enricheduranium(light water) and naturaluranium(heavy water and
gas graphite),the journalNucleonics stated that "to the observer of this
debate it seems that enriched reactors must rely heavily upon their
developmentpotentialto do much better than match the power costs of
naturaluraniumsystems."'3 Further,the cost estimates made throughout the fifties, detailed later, by no means pointed to light water as the
most efficient technology.
10 Whenan atomis split, neutronsare releasedwhichbombardotheratoms, causingthemto split
and so creatinga chain reaction.The chain reactiongeneratesconsiderableheat which is used to
turnturbineswhich generateelectricity. To sustaina chain reactionthere is an optimalspeed, or
energy level, for the neutrons.By causingthe neutronsto travel throughparticularsubstancesin
the reactorcore (moderators),this optimalenergy level can be obtained.For an easily accessible
account of the technology of nuclear power reactors, see Irwin Bupp and Jean-ClaudeDerian,

Light Water: How the Nuclear Dream Dissolved (New York, 1968), chap. 1, fn. 3.

" Deuteriumis a naturallyfound isotope of hydrogen.D20 is found in nature, in the ratio of
approximately1 part in 5,000 parts H20.
12 The sources for the following paragraphs
are Nucleonics, 15 (June 1957);W. Marshall,ed.,
"Reactor Technology," Nuclear Power Technology,vol. 1 (Oxford, 1983);Alan Cottrell, "The
Pressureon Nuclear Safety,",New Scientist (Mar. 25, 1982);David Green, "AGR v PWR:The
DebateContinues,"EnergyPolicy, 14(Feb. 1986);M. Piranand W. Murgatroyd,"FuelUngCosts
of Nuclear Reactors," EnergyPolicy, 12 (Mar. 1984);and InternationalAtomic EnergyAgency,

Nuclear Power Reactors in the World (Vienna, 1987).
13 Nucleonics, 15 (June 1957), p. 71.
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Both the gas graphite and heavy water reactors have much lower
volumetric power densities (the ratio of power output to core volume)
than do light water reactors. While this tends to raise capital costs and
reduce design flexibility, it also provides a safety advantage. In the
event of a coolant loss, the core will provide a much larger heat sink
(particularlyin the case of the graphite core) and so the temperature
transients will be much smaller, giving operatorsmore time to effect an
adequate response. The use of a gas coolant also has the advantage of
being safe from phase changes with changes in pressureor temperature.
Thus under many fault conditions cooling can be maintainedin the gas
graphitereactor, when it would be lost with liquidcoolant technologies.
A second, related advantageof gas coolants is that they can be heated
to highertemperatures,which gives the advanced gas graphitereactors
a higher thermalefficiency than others.
An element of considerable concern during the British debate over
the merits of light water and gas graphite technologies was the steel
pressure vessel of the pressurized water reactor (PWR-Westinghouse's light water reactor). The safety principlein the PWR was, and
still is, that the vessel never comes close to failure. If a crack does
happento reach the critical size (much smallerthan the thickness of the
vessel), however, it can grow at speeds up to the speed of sound. There
would be no time for reaction. To manufacturea vessel sufficientlyfree
of flaws to be safe from this problem requires very high-technology
manufacturingabilities, which are beyond the capabilities of many
countries and were beyond most countries in the fifties. Both the
Canadianheavy water reactor, the Candu, and the second-generation
British gas graphite reactor, the AGR, avoid this problem through
systematic redundancy. The Candu uses many pressure tubes rather
than a single vessel. The failureof a single tube is not critical and gives
warning of other potential failures. This makes Candu less prone to
meltdown due to coolant loss. The AGR uses a prestressed concrete
pressure vessel. There is considerable mechanical redundancy in the
system of steel load-bearingcables. Cables can be replacedindividually,
and again, the failure of a single cable is not fatal and gives warningof
other potential failures.
In terms of operating experience, light water has not been significantly better than the other technologies in spite of havinglogged many
more reactor years-an order of magnitudemore than heavy water and
three times more than gas graphite. While occupational radiation
exposure with light water has been approximatelyequal to that of heavy
water, it has been more than 10 times that of the British gas graphite
reactors. The annual load factor of a reactor is the ratio of the total
amount of power produced in a year to the amount it would have
producedhad it operatedat full capacity, never shuttingdown, throughout the year. This is the standardmeasure of reactor availability. The
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average annualload factors of light water and gas graphitereactors have
been approximatelyequal at 63 percent. Heavy water reactors, however, have had an average annual load factor of 73 percent.'4 This
difference is due in part to the on-load refueling capabilities of the
Candu, which have been adopted for the AGR.
Hugh McIntyre estimated that the heavy water Candu reactors at
Pickeringnear Toronto generate power at about 75 percent of the cost
of the light water reactors of equivalent size at the Zion 2 generating
station in Illinois.'5 This is consistent with analyses done by Ontario
Hydro, which suggest that if Ontario Hydro had a mature light water
reactor program, the costs of nuclear electricity would be 20 to 25
percent higher than with the currentheavy water systems.16
There is considerable evidence, then, that other technologies have
inherent advantagesover light water and that with equivalent amounts
of development and use might well have proven to be better.17 While it
is not possible to document definitively that light water is an inferior
technology, it seems clear that the dominantposition held by light water
cannot be due to a unanimous belief in its technical and economic
superiority.
THE DOMINANCEOF LIGHTWATER

At the 1955Peaceful Uses of the Atom Conference in Geneva about
100 different reactor types were judged not obviously impractical. In
1958, at the second Geneva conference, only about 12 types were
seriously considered.18 In the late 1950s the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) was doing research on several different types of
reactors, while the United Kingdomand France were workingindependently on gas graphitereactorsand Canadawas workingon heavy water
reactors. By 1960serious researchhad been done or was being done on
14

The sourcefor these figuresis InternationalAtomic EnergyAgency, Nuclear Power Reactors
in the World,table 17. A reactoris includedin the averagefor the entiretime it is connectedto the
electricity grid up to 1987. These figures do not control for things such as differentregulatory
regimes. If the averageperformancewithina countryis used as an observationpoint, light water
looks muchbetter, largelydue to extremelygood performancein Belgiumand Sweden, thoughstill
not as good as heavy water.
's Hugh McIntyre, "Natural-Uranium
Heavy-WaterReactors," ScientificAmerican,233 (Oct.
1975).
16 G. R. Fanjoy, "Generating Costs From Candu," European Symposium on the Candu
Reactor, London (Mar. 1982);and OntarioHydro, "OntarioHydro CANDU OperatingExperience," NGD-9 (1987).The higherestimateuses the worldaverageload factor;the lower estimate
assumes that the annualload factor would be higherunderOntarioHydro managementpolicies.
17 For more discussion on the merits of other technologies, see Harold Agnew, "Gas-Cooled
Nuclear Power Reactors," Scientific American, 244 (June 1981); Alvin Weinberg and Irving
Spiewak, "InherentlySafe Reactors and a Second Nuclear Era," Science, 29 (June 1984);and
Eliot Marshall,"The Gas ReactorMakes a Comeback,"Science, 29 (May 1984).
18

See Phillip Mullenbach, Civilian Nuclear Power: Economic Issues and Policy Formation

(New York, 1964),p. 39.
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See Bupp and Derian, Light Water, p. 6.
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1987).

was introducedto Europe and was quickly accepted by those countries
not havingindigenousreactorprograms.U.S. utility companiesbegan a
serious move toward nuclear power in the early 1960sand had ordered
18 reactors by the end of 1965.All of them were light water. About this
time France was beginningto have doubts about the economic viability
of gas graphiteand in 1969 abandonedit for light water. By 1970 only
two of the major consumers of nuclear power, Canadaand the United
Kingdom,had not chosen light water as the technology on which to base
their nuclear generating capacity. Canada brought the first full-scale
Candureactor on line in 1967,but by then it was a late entrantinto the
market.It continues to be the only reactorused in Canada,but it has not
had a big impact on the world market. The United Kingdom, by
contrast, entered early with a gas graphite technology. The secondgenerationreactorwas plaguedwith problems,however, and in 1978the
United Kingdom switched to light water. Canada remains the only
country marketinga technology other than light water. Figures 1A and
1B illustrate the progressive dominance of light water in the power
reactor marketbetween 1957 and 1987.
INCREASING RETURNS IN NUCLEAR POWER

"For a range of products involving complex, interdependentcomponents or materialsthat will be subject to varied or prolonged stress in
extreme environments, the outcome of the interaction of these parts
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cannot be precisely predicted."20For these products, Nathan Rosenberg argues, learning-by-usingis very important.Nuclear power reactors certainly fall into this class of products. When introduced, the
technology was very complex and unlikeany then in use. The consensus
in the 1950sand 1960swas thatlearning-by-using
wouldbe very important.
The feeling that costs of nuclear power would fall with experience is
evident throughoutthe proceedingsof the 1955and 1958conferences on
the Peaceful Uses of the Atom. ChristopherHinton, one of the British
delegates, noted that it "is common experience that the cost of prime
movers [primary power sources] falls with the passage of time and
growth of techniques." He gave details of the dramatic capital cost
reductions experienced by land-basedoil engines and by steam engines
and remarked: "I am quite certain that in nuclear power that same
pattern will be followed.'2 ' This spirit pervaded the proceedings of
those two conferences.
In a 1962study the AEC claimed that the cost of electricity generated
by light water reactors had fallen from 50 mills per kilowatt-hour(kWh)
to less than 10 mills per kWh between 1958and 1962.22 Even critics of
the cost estimates for nuclearpower accepted the belief "that 'learning
effects' would help reduce costs in the early years of nuclear plant
construction."23 The four reactor units installed at the Pickering generating station provide evidence. For the first unit the time elapsed
between going critical and generatingfull power was 91 days. For the
second unit this time was cut to 53 days; the thirdand fourthunits were
18 and 12 days, respectively.24 As the designs of these units were
virtually identical it seems appropriateto ascribe this improvementto
learning.
A simple examination of generating-cost data would not provide
evidence of learning. While one would expect learning to drive costs
down over time, there are several factors which have applied upward
pressure. The early generating stations were sold on a turnkey basis,
which amounted to a very large discount on the capital cost for the
20

NathanRosenberg,Inside the Black Box: Technologyand Economics(Cambridge,1982),p.

122.
21
Hinton also added: "Let us rememberthat the first movementonwardfrom the Bolton and
Watt engine was really made by Trevithickwhen he built his high-pressuresteam engine on the
Thames, with its cast iron boiler which blew up, killedeight men, nearlyruinedhim and set back
the developmentof the steamengineby a greatmanyyears. We must makecertainthat we do not

do that sort of thing...."

United Nations, Proceedings of the Second International Conference

on Peaceful Uses of the Atom (Geneva, 1955), p. 368. See also the proceedingsof the First
Conference.
22
See Bupp and Derian, Light Water,p. 45.
23 Ibid., p. 46.
24

Peter DeLeon, Development and Diffusion of the Nuclear Power Reactor: A Comparative

Analysis (Cambridge,MA, 1978),p. 200.
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utilities.25Thus the cost to the utilities of generatingpower for 13 of the
first stations were artificiallylow and did not represent true costs. In
addition, increased concern with safety over time has resulted in more
stringentregulationwhich has raised costs. For these and other reasons,
the cost of nuclearenergy, in spite of any learningthat mighthave taken
place, has not declined over time. Econometric studies, however,
indicate that learninghas been importantin nuclear reactor technology
in several ways. Paul Joskow and G. A. Rozanski estimated learning
both by operators and by suppliers of power stations.26 Their concern
was with load, or capacity, factors. In their model any particularplant
has a maximumachievable capacity factor, which they call its asymptotic capacity factor. When a utility begins to operate a plant, the
operators spend several years "workingthe bugs out," and the annual
capacity factor rises, approachingthe asymptotic capacity factor. This
is the first type of learning.The second type of learninghas to do with
the suppliers of nuclear generating stations. As it gains experience, a
supplieris able to buildplantswith higherasymptoticcapacity factorsplants of higher quality. Using data on 72 reactors that began operation
before December 1975, Joskow and Rozanski found that there "is
evidence of an industry learning curve, with technological improvements increasingultimate[asymptotic]capacity factors of new plants at
a rate of about 5 percent per year."27
W. E. Mooz found that doubling the number of plants built by an
architect-engineer(that is, a firm such as General Electric [GE] or
Westinghouse)reduced constructiontime by about 10 percent and total
capital costs by about $55 per kilowatt, or about 10 percent.28
MartinZimmerman'sstudy of the early stages of commercialization
of nuclear power in the United States found that "learning-by-doing
associated with the first one or two plants was . . . substantial.'29
Moreover, there was a second type of learning. Learning-about-costs
reflects the fact that the benefits accruingto users of a new technology
are not well known until the technology has had considerableuse. This
idea is central to the multiarmedbandit model of technology choice
described earlier. Zimmermanfound that learning-about-costswas also
importantin the early reactor market.
25
A turnkey contract is one in which a price is fixed before constructionbegins, and any
unforeseencosts are borne by the designers,in this case Westinghouseand GeneralElectric.
26 Paul Joskow and G. A. Rozanski, "The Effects of Learningby Doing on Nuclear Plant

Operating Reliability," Review of Economics and Statistics, 61 (May 1979).
27

Ibid., p. 167.

28

W. E. Mooz, Cost Analysis of Light Water Reactor Power Plants (Prepared for the

Departmentof Energy, RandCorporation,R-2304-DOE,Santa Monica, 1978).
29 MartinZimmerman,"LearningEffects and the Commercialization
of New EnergyTechnologies: The Case of NuclearPower," Bell Journalof Economics, 13 (Autumn1982).He estimates
thatthe completionof the firstplantreducesthe cost of futureplantsby 12percent.Completingthe
second plant reduces costs furtherby 4 percent.
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There is a form of increasing returns from learning common to any
technology competing in the research and development stage of a
product's life. In the presence of discounting, a technology that is
marketableearlieris of more value than one that takes longer to bringto
the market.Thus simply workingon a technology increases its value by
bringing its completion date closer and increases the incentive to do
furtherwork on that technology. This was a factor in the dominanceof
light water.
It is occasionally suggested that network externalitiesare also important in nuclear power. The network in this case has to do with
information. Information about operating performance, appropriate
accident response, and safety regulationscan be passed among users of
the same technology. This was seen (at least in retrospect) as a key
factor in the explanationof the Belgian and Swedish decisions to adopt
light water: "The best counter measureagainsttechnical problemsis to
have a productionsystem which is common all over the world. . . . 30
Nuclear reactortechnology presents a case of a technology subject to
strong increasing returns and early uncertainty about the level of its
payoffs. There were, and still are, dynamic increasing returns, largely
learning economies, particularlyin the research and development and
early commercializationstages of the technology.31Economic theory
suggests that the history of this technology will exhibit several characteristics: a tendency for the marketto lock in to one of the technologies,
not necessarily the best one; early tilting of the process toward one of
the technologies (this tiltingmay be caused by events, which at the time
did not appear to be crucial to the coming history); and finally, early
inability to see (without the benefit of hindsight)which of the technologies will eventually dominate.
HOW DOMINANCEOF LIGHTWATERCAME ABOUT

In 1958, after three years of negotiations, six European countries
signed the Euratomaccord. Euratomwas to be an intercountryagency
whose mandate was to develop European nuclear power.32 In 1957,
prior to the signing of the accord, A Targetfor Euratom was written,
recommendingthat Euratom cooperate with the U.S. nuclear reactor
programs.That the three prominentEuropeanauthorsadvocated close
cooperation with the United States provided a strong challenge to the
view then current in Europe that British and French gas graphite
30

InternationalAtomic EnergyAgency, Nuclear Power Experience, vol. 1, pp. 137, 170.
Strong static increasingreturnsare present as well but are of less interestfrom the point of
view of this article.
32
At the time, there was a single Europeanreactortechnology,namelythe Frenchgas graphite.
The French saw Euratom,in part, as a way to get their technologyadoptedthroughoutEurope.
31
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technologies were the most advanced.33Cooperation with the United
States, of course, meant embracing light water. This embrace was
tightened in late 1958 when the Euratom High Commission signed an
accord with the U.S. government which proposed that one million
kilowatts of nuclear generatingcapacity be built. These plants were to
be built under U.S. patents and, as it turned out, largely by the
European subsidiariesof Westinghouseand GE. Under this agreement
the United States was to provide (tied) technical and financialaid, and
indeed this was the source of half of the Euratombudget for research
and construction.
The first reactor built under the auspices of Euratom was at Garigliano, Italy, and initially both British gas graphite and light water
designs were considered. The choice of light water was another serious
challenge to the view that gas graphitewas the more advanced technology. "For the first time in Europe, light water reactors achieved
technical respectability.... ."34 The three plants built under the auspices of the U.S.-Euratom agreementcontributedcrucial momentumto
changingEuropeanviews about the viabilityof light water. The finalnail
in the coffin of European gas graphite technology, however, was the
apparentbreakthroughsignaledby the bandwagonmarketin the United
States.35 By the mid-1960slight water had become the technology of
choice within Europe.
There are two noteworthyfeatures of this period in Europe. The first
is the attemptsof a centralauthority,Euratomacting in concert with the
U.S. government, to steer the adoption process. Financial aid and
technical assistance lowered the cost of developing and using light
water, improvingits status relativeto gas graphite.36This was enoughto
provide light water with a significant entry into both the European
consciousness and market.37The second feature has to do with uncertainty. In 1960it was still not clear which of the viable technologies-gas
3 This reportwas jointly authoredby FranzEstel, Germanvice presidentof the EuropeanCoal
and Steel Community;Francesco Giordiani, former president of the Italian Atomic Energy
Commission;and Louis Armand,presidentof the FrenchNationalRailroadCompany.
3 Bupp and Derian, Light Water,p. 37.
35 Particularlyimportantwas the Oyster Creek station, announcedin 1963. This was an early
turnkeyplant built by GE which promisedpower at 4 mills per kWh. This was a decrease of 60
percent from the costs quoted by the Atomic Energy Commissionin 1962. The "bandwagon
market"refers to the time 1962to 1965duringwhich U.S. utilitiesordered 13generatingstations.
36 Thereis a distinctsimilaritybetweenthe actionsof the U.S. governmentin this role and those
of GeneralElectric and Westinghousein offeringturnkeycontracts. U.S. governmentsubsidies
applied only to reactor varieties tested in the United States. (R. G. Hewlett and F. Duncan,
Nuclear Navy, 1946-1962[Chicago, 1974], p. 135.) This policy gave considerableassistance to
Westinghouseand GeneralElectric and their Europeansubsidiaries.
37 The faith in the light water technology displayedby Europeanwillingnessto abandontheir
own gas graphitetechnologycould only encourageutilitiesin the UnitedStates to believe thatlight
water was good. The apparentbreakthroughin light water, evidenced by the rash of ordersin the
United States, in turnencouragedthe Europeansto continueto use the U.S. technology.
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graphite or light water-was preferable. Three events-A Targetfor
Euratom, the Gariglianodecision, and the bandwagonmarket-were all
interpreted in Europe as evidence of the inherent superiority of light
water.
Before the Euratom accord the Europeanreactor story was English
and French. Technology choice for both countries was, to a large
extent, influencedby militaryconsiderations.The refusal of the United
States to share uraniumenrichmenttechnology forced both France and
the United Kingdom to pursue natural uranium technologies. Both
countries felt the need to develop an atomic bomb, and both, through
the ManhattanProject, had had experience with gas graphite.This was
the obvious initial choice for their civilian power programs.
The only first-generationreactor pursued by the Commisariat a
l'Energie Atomique was gas graphite. As nuclear power began to be
commercialized in the 1960s, French industry and the Electricite de
France (EdF) raised concerns over export possibilities. As remarked
earlier, network externalities were thought to be important in the
reactor market. One of the concerns of a reactor importeris to be part
of a large informationnetwork and so it prefers to import a commonly
used technology. For good reason, the EdF feared that if France
became technologically isolated, the potential export market would
rapidly disappear. In addition, the Gariglianodecision and the U.S.
bandwagonmarketwere both seen as evidence supportingthe view that
light water was economically superiorto gas graphite.A thirdeconomic
issue was that the relative costs of fuel had been changed by the
U.S.-Euratom accord. Enriched uranium was now available and at
subsidized prices. Thus the fueling costs of light water reactors (which
needed enriched uranium)relative to gas graphitereactors (which used
naturaluranium)was significantlyimproved.The light water arm of the
multiarmedbandit appeared, judging by the actions of others, to be
having very good results.
These considerations were countered by the desire to retain an
indigenoustechnology, somethingfavored by French PresidentCharles
de Gaulle. When he died, however, the tide turned, and in 1969 the
government announced that France would no longer pursue the gas
graphitetechnology. When Francejoined Euratomin 1957it had hoped
to have the French technology adopted as the Europeanstandard.This
did not happen, and the French nuclear program, one of the most
successfulin the world,is based almostentirelyon lightwatertechnology.
The history of nuclearpower in the United Kingdomlooks very much
like a multiarmedbandit, as first one technology and then another was
tried and discarded, occasionally being picked up again later.38Devel38

This section draws heavily on R. Williams, The Nuclear Power Decisions: British Policies,

1953-78 (London, 1980).
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opment resources were shifted among technologies, depending upon
beliefs about the viabilities of the differenttechnologies.
For reasons similar to those relevant in France, there was an early
commitmentto Magnox, a gas graphitereactor, for the first generation.
For the next generationthree technologies were actively considered in
the late 1950s-heavy water, gas graphite,and breederreactors. Significantly, as part of the early decision to concentrateon Magnox, plans to
build a prototype heavy water reactor in 1953 were shelved. Early
results with Magnox were good, however, and so the high-temperature
gas reactor (HTR) was given high priority. In 1959, though, the HTR
was shunted aside to make room for the advanced gas-cooled reactor
(AGR), which was seen as technologically intermediatebetween Magnox and the HTR. To develop the HTR an international project,
Dragon, funded by the United Kingdom, Euratom,and other European
countries, was organized in 1959.
For the first reactors of the second generationgas graphitewas again
chosen in 1965. Heavy water was not yet sufficiently developed, no
doubt due in part to the 1953 decision, and light water was thought
inferior in terms of safety and long-run development potential. The
second-generation gas graphite reactors, the AGR, suffered serious
failures. This version of the gas graphite technology was much more
expensive than had been anticipated, and the problems of scaling up a
32 megawatt (MW) prototype plant to a full-scale 600 MW generating
station proved more difficultthan was expected. This resulted in a shift
away from gas graphite to heavy water, at least until more advanced
technologies appeared.But the decision in 1974to make this shift for the
short run, by creatinga largedemandfor resources to develop the heavy
water reactor(SGHWR),effectively ended the long-runprospects of the
HTR. "Thus the HTR, the one reactor favored by virtuallyeverybody
in the early seventies, was the one decisive casualty of the 1974
decision."39 The problems of the British heavy water reactor seem to
have been generatedby lack of experience.40 Research on this technology had for two decades been shuntedaside in favor of work on the gas
graphitetechnology. This hurtits prospects but to make mattersworse,
light water had been the subject of massive amounts of research and
development over those two decades. When the time came for the
United Kingdom to move away from the trouble-plaguedAGR, there
were two options: heavy water, which would need considerabledevel39 Ibid., p. 234.

Interestingly,in 1962this reactorwas consideredby the AtomicEnergyAgency to have better
developmentpotentialthan light water. (Ibid., p. 197.) In 1971it was referredto as "the best of
AmericanBWR [a light water technology],Canadianand Britishtechnologies." See p. 213.
40
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opment before it was ready for commercialuse, and light water, which
could be used immediately.41Finally, in 1977light water was chosen.42
Canada has pursued a single technology, namely heavy water,
throughout its nuclear program. There was no desire for nuclear
weapons, there was an abundantsupply of hydroelectric power, and
the security concerns of the United States were not present in Canada.
These three factors allowed Canadato proceed at a slower pace, while
other countries were forced to adopt strategies which would produce
nuclear technology quickly. At the beginningof the bandwagonmarket
in 1962, five years after Shippingport,the first commercialheavy water
reactor was brought on line. As a small, 22 MW reactor, it was a
prototype ratherthan a serious competitorin the power reactormarket.
The first full-scale heavy water reactor, a 206 MW Candu brought on
line in January 1967, was only the fourth commercial heavy water
reactor in the world. (All of the others were designed to produce less
than 55 MW.) By this time there were 10 commercial light water
reactors in service, four of which were greater than 100 MW. The
second nonprototypeheavy water reactor was broughton line in April
1972.43By this time there were 27 full-size light water reactors in
commercial use outside Canada. Though heavy water is the only
technology used in Canada and has been exported, mostly to middleincome countries, it has not been a large presence on the world market.
In this it exhibits the problems associated with a late entrant in an
increasing returnsprocess.
During the late forties the primaryconcerns of the U.S. AEC were
military. All branches of the armed services were interested in nuclear
energy, and their projects were being undertakenat several different
national laboratories. The high priority given to military tasks meant
that there were few resources available for the study of civilian power
reactors. In April 1951Lawrence Hafstad, the AEC directorof Reactor
Development, wrote that "the cost of a nuclear power plant is essentially unknown. We have never designed, much less built and operated,
a reactor intended to deliver significantamounts of power economically."44 In this aspect, early developmentsin nuclearpower resemble the
early stages of a multiarmedbandit-many arms seem feasible, very
41 Ironically,recent experience with the AGR has been very good. In terms of reliabilityand
availability,it has looked better than other technologiessince the mid-1980s.
42 This decision was reconsideredin the 1980sbut was not in the end changed.
43 In 1964Sweden completeda 10 MW reactorwhich was shut down 10 years later. In France
in August 1967a 70 MWheavy watermoderated,gas-cooledreactorwas broughton line. Laterin
1967the United Kingdombroughton line a 92 MW heavy waterprototypesimilarin design to the
Candu.
44 LawrenceHafstad, "Reactors," ScientificAmerican, 184(Apr. 1951),p. 43. Quotedin Bupp

and Derian, Light Water, p. 32.
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little is known about the payoffs of any of them, and resources are
devoted to reducing this uncertainty.
During the forties and early fifties the AEC was engaged in several
reactor projects. While GE's intermediatebreederreactor was the only
project aimed specifically at civilian power, four of the technologies
under study were importantto its future development.45In the early
fifties, though, the demands of the militarywere graduallybeing met,
and the AEC began to evaluate the economic prospects of various
reactor technologies. This went on throughoutthe decade. One of the
first analyses was made by a group of firms, between 1951and 1953, on
the basis of which the AEC chose four technologies for further
development.46 These industry teams concluded that economically
competitive nuclear electricity was a long way off, but that given the
state of developmentof the variousreactortypes, the lightwater reactor
promised the cheapest electricity.47
Cost estimates presented at the first Geneva conference in 1955,
however, told a differentstory. Using data presentedat this conference
J. A. Lane made cost estimates for variousreactortypes, underuniform
assumptions about prices and operating conditions.48He concluded,
using the lower bound of his rangeof estimates, that by far the cheapest
electricity, 4.7 mills per kWh, would be produced by gas graphite
reactors. The next cheapest, 6.3 mills per kWh, would come from the
aqueous homogeneous reactor, although that reactor posed many
technical problems, particularlywhen comparedto gas graphite. Water
reactors, both heavy and light, were expected to be relatively expensive. The lowest cost estimatefor a lightwater reactorwas 14.7 mills per
kWh.49
Because the AEC was prohibited from building and operating fullscale power plantsby itself it was committedto involvingindustryin the
development of nuclear energy and in September 1955 issued an
invitationto industryto build demonstrationpower plants. In response
4 The technologies were being studied under the GE project;in naval work on gas and light
water coolants; and in AEC work on graphitereactorsand its work on light water.
4 These were light water;liquid-metal-cooled,
graphite-moderated;
aqueoushomogeneous;and
fast breederreactors. See Mullenbach,CivilianNuclear Power, p. 131.
4 TheodoreStern, "Appraisalof ReactorSystems for Central-Station
PowerPlants," Chemical
Engineering Progress Symposium Series, part 1, 54 (Nov. 1954), summarized these studies. The

cheapest electricity, 6.4 mills per kWh, would be generated by boiling water, a light water
technology.The next cheapestwouldbe a fast breeder,6.5 millsper kWh,followedby pressurized
water, anotherlight water technology, 6.8 mills per kWh. The most expensive was the sodiumgraphitetechnologyat 10.3 mills per kWh. Stern noted, though, that in analyses of this sort the
differencebetween 6.4 and 10.3 "may not be out of the marginof uncertainty."
48 J. A. Lane, "An Evaluationof Geneva and Post-GenevaNuclear-PowerEconomic Data,"
The Economics of Nuclear Power, series 8 (New York, 1957).
49 In defense of water reactors, their cost estimates assumed plants with relatively small
generatingcapacity,which, given the faithin increasingreturnsto scale, wouldappearto put them
at a disadvantage.
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seven proposals were submitted, each suggesting a different reactor
type.50Clearlythere was no consensus about which type of reactorwas
best.
In 1957 Project Size-Up was commissioned. One of the goals of
Project Size-Up was to comparethe light water reactorat Shippingport,
the first nuclear generating station in the United States, with Calder
Hall, the gas graphite reactor which had gone on line in the United
Kingdom a year earlier. The study found that if both had been built in
the United Kingdom, the gas graphite reactor would have produced
electricity at a significantlylower cost thanwould a light water plant(8.0
mills per kWh as opposed to 13.1 mills). In the United States, however,
gas graphitewould still have been less expensive but the differencewas
considerably less pronounced(17.9 versus 19.6 mills per kWh).
At the same time, a formal debate was sponsored by the journal
Nucleonics about the relative merits of enriched and naturaluranium
reactors.51The conclusion of the debate was that it was by no means
clear that enriched uranium reactors, which the AEC was heavily
backing, were inherently superior to natural uranium reactors. It
appeared"that of the design concepts conceived so far, none makes an
economic advantage for the enriched uranium reactor a foregone
conclusion."52

Throughoutthe fifties comparisonsof the various reactor types were
continually being made, based both on engineeringstudies and on the
performanceof the few existing plants. By no means, however, had they
found the light water technology superiorto other technologies. Indeed,
in 1954 Alvin Weinbergdeclared that "the choice of water cooling and
moderation for PWR [the Shippingportreactor] was dictated by the
requirementthat the reactor demonstratereliable nuclear power rather
than cheap nuclear power."53Interestingly,he suggested that possible
improvementson the Shippingportdesign (made possible by learningby-using)includeusing heavy water insteadof light water as coolant and
moderator.Many arms of the multiarmedbanditwere examined during
the fifties, but there was no consensus as to their relative merits.
Nonetheless, one arm-light water-was adoptedby a majorplayer, the
U.S. Navy.
50 The types were liquid-metal-cooled,heavy water moderated;gas graphite;graphitemoderated, liquid-metalfuel; homogeneous;two variantsof light water; and an organic hydrocarbon
cooled and moderatedreactor. Lane, "An Evaluationof Geneva."
5 The participantsin the debate were J. R. Menke, presidentof the Nuclear Development
Corp., and W. B. Lewis, vice presidentof Atomic EnergyCanadaLimited,both of whom spoke
in defense of naturaluraniumreactors;andChaunceyStarrof NorthAmericanAviationandW. E.
Shoupp of Westinghouse, both of whom spoke in defense of enriched uraniumreactors. See

Nucleonics, 15 (June 1957), p. 68.
52
5'

Ibid., p. 70.
Alvin Weinberg,"Power Reactors," ScientificAmerican, 191 (Dec. 1954),p. 36.
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THE ROLE OF THE U.S. NAVY

The durationof underwateroperationof conventional submarinesis
severely limited because they are forced to run on batteries when
submerged.By the end of WorldWar 11the U.S. Navy was concerned
with this problem and saw nuclear propulsionas a possible solution.54
CaptainHyman Rickover, in charge of the navy's new nuclear propulsion program, wanted to produce a nuclear submarine as quickly as
possible.
In Rickover we see one of JonathanHughes's vital few, someone who
was crucial to the development of an innovation.55To a very great
extent his was the voice that mattered when it came to technical
decisions within the navy's propulsion program. His commitment to
pursue nuclear submarines meant that nuclear power technology (in
additionto nuclearweapons) would be developed quickly after the war.
His preference for light water caused it to be the only technology
available when a civilian power reactor was demandedimmediatelyin
1949by "nationalsecurity." By pullingGeneralElectric into light water
technology he effectively prevented the company from developing any
other technology and set the stage for its battle with Westinghouse. In
effect, the history of nuclearpower in the United States follows on the
work of Rickover in the 1940s and 1950s. His contributioncame at a
crucialtime. Before anyone else was preparedto make a commitmentto
any particulartechnology, he did. He forced his projectto be successful
and in so doing gave a sufficientlead to light water. The backers of light
water power reactors were able to use this advance along the learning
curve and the dynamic increasingreturnsinherentin the technology to
capture the market.
After spendingseveral months at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
in 1946, Rickover was convinced that enough was known to build a
prototype reactor. He felt that light water was the technology he
wanted, but in 1946 there was certainly no consensus among the
physicists that it was the best. They felt that much more study was
needed before a sensible choice could be made. Harold Etherington,
head of the Naval Reactor Division at the Argonne National Laboratory, was still conducting studies of six reactor types in 1949. His
preliminarystudy of light water (the first that he completed) indicated
that there were no insurmountableproblemsin using this technology for
5 There are two other technologies that overcome this problem. One is the closed cycle
submarine,in which diesel exhaustgas is recycled and mixed with oxygen which has been stored
in cylinders, and then re-used. The second is a snorkel submarine,in which air for combustion
while the submarineis submerged is obtained from a snorkel arrangementwhich trails the
submarineon the surface. After the war, the U.S. Navy was working on all three of these
technologies,only one of which has survived.

55Jonathan Hughes, The Vital Few: The Entrepreneur and American Economic Progress (New

York, 1986).
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submarinepropulsion.56Rickover, too, was aware that many technologies were feasible and had arranged to have several laboratories
working on various aspects of gas-cooled, liquid-metal-cooled, and
sodium-cooled systems, in additionto the Westinghousework on light
water. Diversity notwithstanding,Rickover was determinedto build a
reactoras quicklyas possible. To this end he got a letter from a reluctant
WalterZinn, the directorof the Argonne laboratory,stating that on the
basis of existing knowledge, light water seemed to be the most promising. This was enough for Rickover. He was able to get approval for
Westinghouse to build a prototype submarinereactor on land.
This prototype, known as the MarkI, was tested in early 1953,and its
successor, the Mark II, was installed in the submarineNautilus. The
Nautilus was launched in early 1954 and had no major problems in its
sea trials. Performanceof the first two nuclear reactors made the light
water arm of the multiarmedbandit look very good.
During the time that Westinghouse was working on the Mark I and
Mark11,technical problemshad forced GeneralElectric to abandonits
civilian reactorprojectand turnits energies to its own naval reactor, the
MarkA, a liquid-metal-cooled,beryllium-moderatedreactor. The Mark
A was successfully tested in June 1955, but as it continued to be used,
problems developed. The second nuclear submarine,the Seawolf, was
launched in July 1956 with the GE Mark B as its propulsion unit.
Problems with this reactor were so severe, however, that late in 1956
Rickover had it removed from the ship and replaced with a Westinghouse light water reactor.
The competition with regard to submarinereactors was over. The
initial competition took place on paper as Etherington and others
studied the feasibility of various coolants. Rickover decided in favor of
light water. In the second competitionbetween actualworkingreactors,
the problemswith the MarkB caused Rickover to decide against liquid
metal for submarines. This decision effectively spelled the end for
liquid-metal-cooledreactors.
This was not the end for General Electric in the reactor business,
however. While workingon the MarkA and MarkB, the company had
also been developing the submarineadvanced reactor-a light water
reactor. Despite problemswith this reactorand the feeling that the work
could have been done much more quickly by Westinghouse, Rickover
kept the project alive. One of his chief motives was to bring GE into
competitionwith Westinghousein light water technology. Althoughthis
reactor was never extensively used as a propulsionunit, it did provide

56

His other studies were not completedbefore Rickoverhad made his decision.
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GE with the experience necessary to enter the civilian marketwith the
light water technology.57
While the work on submarinereactors was going on, the navy was
also considering the feasibility of nuclear-poweredsurface ships. The
need was less severe than for submarines, but it was felt that a
nuclear-powered surface ship would be faster and could stay at sea
longer than a conventional ship. The work focused on developing a
nuclear-poweredaircraftcarrier. Westinghouse had been doing initial
work on six differentcoolants for this reactor, but once again Rickover
favored the light water technology.
Since the early 1950s interest had been expressed in a dual purpose
reactor-one which would be a prototype for both a large shipboard
plant and for a power reactor. Rickover had, until 1954 at least, been
successful in vetoing that idea. But throughoutthis time two things were
happening. The utilities were beginning to show interest in acquiring
nuclear power, and the Soviet nuclear programwas seen as more and
more of a threat to U.S. nationalinterests. In 1952the AEC had moved
civilian power from last to firstpriorityand by 1953was makingplans to
build a power reactorjointly with industry.58The carrierreactorproject
had been put on the shelf, for the time being at least, in order to provide
funds for the civilian project. Two approaches were available to the
AEC for the power reactor.The firstwas to adoptRickover's suggestion
to transformthe carrierreactorinto the civilian reactor, with few if any
major changes.59This would have produced a reliable reactor quickly
but would not have provided cheap electricity.60The other approach
was to take more time and to explore further the work that had been
done at the Argonne National Laboratory on light and heavy water
moderatorsand coolants. It was thoughtthat this approachwould be far
more likely to generate electricity that would be competitive with
conventional sources. Hafstad favored the latter approach and was
supported by his staff, but Rickover prevailed. The civilian reactor,
"now called the pressurized-waterreactor, would follow the carrier
reactor design and ... it would be assigned to the naval reactors
branch....",61 This battle was won so handily by Rickover that while
still an active naval officer, he was put in charge of the constructionof
the firstnucleargeneratingstation in the United States. Needless to say,
the technology used was light water.
57 CombustionEngineeringhad also been drawninto light water by the navy and developed a
reactorfor the hunter-killersubmarine,Tullibee,which was launchedin 1960.
58 R. G. Hewlett and F. Duncan,A History of the United States Atomic Energy Commission,
vol. 2: Atomic Shield, 194711952(UniversityPark, PA, 1969),p. 226 ff.
s Rickoverdid not want to abandonthe carrierprojectin favor of Shippingport.His proposal
was a fall-back position in which he could work on a reactor which would provide valuable
informationfor any futurecarrierprojectif the currentone was put on the shelf.
' See Weinberg,"Power Reactors."
61 Hewlett and Duncan,A Historyof the United States Atomic Energy Commission,p. 231.
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SHIPPINGPORTAND THE SOVIETBOMB

On theoretical grounds, one might expect that the stronger the
increasing returns early in the life of a technology, the faster it will
become dominant.62Nuclear reactor technology in the 1950s was still
very new and very complex. Buildinga complete power station would
involve a considerable advance along what was sure to be a steep
learning curve. The first technology in the United States to make this
advance was light water.
In the 1940s and early 1950s the AEC had advocated a cautious
approachto civilian nuclear power, arguingthat much laboratorywork
was needed before a sensible decision could be made about which
technology was best suited for civilian use. It was forced to make an
early decision, however, by the National Security Council.
After World War II the United States believed that if it kept its
nuclearknowledge secret, it would enjoy a 20-yearmonopoly in nuclear
technology. This it did, refusingto share either uraniumenrichmentor
reactor technology with its wartimeallies. U.S. secrecy explains in part
why nuclear programsin the rest of the world focused on natural as
opposed to enriched uranium reactors. Under the Atoms For Peace
program this changed-the United States was willing to guarantee
supplies of enriched uraniumand provide other reactor technology.
This change, it seems, was brought about by the Soviet nuclear
weapon test. In 1949 the Soviet Union exploded its first nuclear bomb
and exploded as well the U.S. dream of a monopoly in nuclear
technology. In 1953 the United Kingdomexploded an atomic weapon.
There was also evidence that both of these countries were developing
civilian power capabilities. It is necessary to rememberthat in the late
forties and early fifties there was a tremendousfaith that nuclearenergy
could do much good, for example providinginexpensive power to the
Third World that would facilitate economic growth. This possibility,
combined with the apparentprowess of the United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union in the nuclear power field, caused great alarm in the
United States. There was a fear that if the world perceived the Soviets
to be winning the race for nuclearenergy (which the United States had
not yet seriously entered), it would draw nonaligned nations, particularly ThirdWorldcountries, into the Soviet camp. This would do no end
of damage to U.S. interests. AEC Commissioner T. Murray stated:
"Once we become fully conscious of the possibility that power-hungry
[thatis, energy scarce] nationswill gravitatetowardsthe USSR if it wins
the nuclear power race, it will be quite clear that this race is no
Everest-climbing,kudos-providingcontest."63Indeed, Murraythought
62
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that permittingthe Soviet Union to be first in the race to civilian power
would do more damage to U.S. interests than had the Soviet atomic
bomb.
Suddenly a new priorityhad been forced on the AEC. The National
Security Council had decided that a strongcivilian reactorprogramwas
vital to national interests and that it was imperativeto get the program
going. To this end the Shippingportgeneratingstation was built with the
idea "to prove American nuclear superiority, not to lower energy
costs."64 Any reactor would do, as long as it was known to be reliable.
Clearlythe obvious choice was the light water reactor, with which there
had been the most experience.
While fear of Soviet superiorityled to the choice of the light water
reactor for the Shippingportplant, it also led to the desire to have U.S.
technology spreadthroughoutthe world. As pointed out in reference to
Euratom, this resulted in enormous subsidies to Europe to encourage
the adoption of American technology. Learning-by-doingwas very
importantin the early stages of the industry, and Europe provided a
location in which this learningcould take place. If enough plants could
be built quickly, U.S. technology would improve rapidly and become
the standard for the first generation, until more advanced reactorsbreedersor high-temperaturegas-cooled reactors-could be developed.
Unfortunately,this choice "gave the light water model a head start and
momentumthat others were never able to match and led the industryto
base its commercialfuture on a reactor design that some experts have
subsequently suggested was economically and technically inferior."65
In the early 1950s the AEC was given new priorities under which
civilian power reactordevelopmentbecame very important.Atoms For
Peace, the U.S.-Euratom bilateralaccord, and Shippingportwere all a
result of a new desire that the United States win the race for nuclear
power and that its technology should spread throughout the world.
Within the country, however, only light water was sufficientlydeveloped to be the standardbearer.
Within the United States, the early years of reactor development
were under control of the AEC. Throughoutthe fifties, based on a
continual series of cost estimates and projections, the AEC had a fluid
opinion about which technology was best and shifted its research
programaccordingly.Militarydemands, however, resulted in considerable work on light water. In 1954, when priorities changed, security
decisions demanded an immediate payoff. The potential for using the
first generatingstation as a way of learningabout differenttechnologies
6 Ibid., p. 27.
65 Ibid., p. 28.
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was sacrificed to the need for a reliable reactor.66 Because of the
experience on submarines, there was confidence in light water's reliability, though not in its ability to produce inexpensive power, even in
the long run. At the same time, foreign policy called for the spread of
U.S. technology, and again there was a bias toward immediatepayoff.
This was less conscious than the Shippingportdecision, but part of
spreadingU.S. technology involved buildingdemonstrationplants, and
only light water was sufficientlyadvanced.
By 1962light water had a large head start over all other technologies,
with the exception of gas graphite. The latter was being pursued
seriously only in the United Kingdom, and its demise was detailed
earlier. Good results early on with light water, combined with the
problems of other technologies that had been tried, enhanced the
relative position of light water in the beliefs of the decision makers.
Westinghouse and General Electric, fearing the advent of a new and
better technology, adopted a successful loss-leader, pre-emptive strategy. They are effectively the only reactordesignersin the United States,
and the descendants of their technologies are the only ones currently
being built in Europe.
THE UNITED STATESAFTER 1960

The nuclearpower reactormarketin the United States after the early
1960scan be seen as the tail end of an increasingreturnsprocess. If one
technology, in advance of its competitors, makes a large movement
along its learning curve, the others will be hard pressed to compete,
finding it difficult if not impossible to enter the market. The first
technology to get significantlyaheadof its rivals is likely to dominatethe
market.
By the early 1960s General Electric and Westinghouse had amassed
considerable technical expertise in nuclear technology, almost all of it
using light water technology. Their work for the navy and to a lesser
extent their work in Europe had given them enough experience to feel
that they had a productfor which the marketwas ready.67They thought
that there were huge profitsto be made in nuclearenergy but that a great
deal of learningwas necessary before the costs would be broughtdown
enough to make it competitive with conventional energy. They had
other concerns as well:
We had a problemlike a lumpof buttersittingin the sun. If we couldn't get orders out
of the utility industry,with every tick of the clock it became progressivelymore likely
I Recall that the Atomic Energy Commissionwanted to do more research before building
Shippingportbut was overridden.
67 By the end of 1960, 13 nuclear ships had been launched, and a further 33 were under
construction. The two firms had completed or begun constructionon eight power reactors in
Europeand the United States.
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that some competing technology would be developed that would supersede the
economic viability of our own. Our people understoodthis was a game of massive
stakes, and that if we didn'tforce the utilityindustryto put those stationson line, we'd
end up with nothing.68

Thus GE and Westinghouse were willing to offer turnkey contracts.
They sold 13 plants on this basis and sufferedtremendouslosses but by
doing so were able to precipitatethe Great BandwagonMarketin 1963.
In the late 1960s GeneralAtomic attemptedto enter the market with a
high-temperaturegas graphitereactor. By 1975 it had orders for seven
power stations, and in 1976the Fort St. Vrain station came on line. By
then, however, all of the other orders had been cancelled, and Fort St.
Vrainremainsthe only high-temperaturegas graphitereactor operating
in the United States.69
Within the United States after 1960 we see two firms competing for
market share. Using variants of the same technology, they were
competing both with each other and with other technologies. They had
a tremendous technological head start over their competitors and
worked hard to capitalize on this advantage. In an attempt to make
furtheradvances along what they were sure were steep learningcurves,
they sold early power stations at very low prices. The utilities were very
receptive. Light water advancedrapidlyalong its learningcurve, and by
the time other technologies tried to compete, it was too late.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

The history of nuclear power reactor technology has several
branches, primarilyrepresentingdifferent countries, which slowly intertwine. In essence, the story is one of competition among several
technologies, each of which operates under strong dynamic increasing
returns, with one coming to dominatethe market.
The light water reactor satisfied the U.S. Navy's needs for a small
reactor which would be ready for use very quickly. The navy expended
considerableresources on the developmentof this technology, and as a
result, it was the only one availableat a criticalmoment-when national
security demandeda nuclearpower station. The same nationalsecurity
concerns prompted the U.S. government to force light water into
Europe. In the late 1950s and early 1960s three forces came together:
questions about the economics of the first generation of gas graphite
reactors;large U.S. subsidiesof lightwater in Europe;and claims by the
68

John McKitterick,GeneralElectric vice presidentfor corporateplanning,quoted in Herts-

gaard, Nuclear Inc, p. 42.
69 Significantly,three of the six utilities involved had, at the same time, plans to build other
generatingstationsusinglightwater.None of these planswere cancelled,and by 1974construction
had begunon all of them.
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producersof very large decreases in the cost of their reactors.70There
followed a rash of orders in Europe and the United States, a significant
advance along the learningcurve, and, equally important,an apparent
reduction in the uncertaintyabout the benefits of light water. This was
enough to push virtuallythe whole marketinto light water, and by 1969
Canadaand the United Kingdomwere the only holdouts.
For many years the United Kingdomwas determinedto use its own
technology. Throughoutthe 1970s, however, there was ongoing debate
about which technology to use for its second-generationreactors. Both
gas graphiteand heavy water were chosen and pursued.Both presented
technical problems, however, and it became clear that the development
of either would be very expensive. Since light water had been thoroughly developed elsewhere, the United Kingdomfinally adopted it.
The heavy water reactor prevailedin Canada, but by the time it was
ready for commercialuse, light water had been in use for 10 years, and
dozens of light water reactors were under construction. Heavy water's
late entry into the competition and its lying outside the mainstreamof
reactor technology explain its lack of export success.
Recent theoretical developments in the area of competing technologies suggest that if increasing returns are strong, one technology will
dominate the market, and it is not possible to predict which of the
technologies will do so. It is likely, however, that the technology which
first makes large advances along its learning curve will emerge dominant. In the three decades since the firstnuclearpower station, the light
water technology has come to dominatethe power reactormarket.This
has occurred in spite of the fact that from its very first use there were
serious doubts as to its technical or economic superiority.
Its rise to pre-eminencecan be attributedto three things: the choice
by the U.S. Navy in the late 1940s of light water for its propulsion
program and its subsequent research on that technology; the desire,
following the Soviet bomb, for quick construction of a nuclear generating station; and the subsidies given by the U.S. government in an
attempt to have light water pre-empt other technologies domestically
and in Europe. The first two, at the time, were not generally thoughtto
be as significant as they have turned out to be. At the time of
Shippingport,light water was considered an interimtechnology, and it
70 Bupp and Derian,Light Water,are also convincedthat the currentdominanceby light water
is due to its early acceptancein the UnitedStates, and subsequentrapidspreadinto Europe.They
emphasize, however, the way in which reactors were built largely on expectations of future
performance.Many reactors were orderedbased on the claims of manufacturersthat the next,
biggergenerationhad achieved enormouscost reductions.These claims turnedout to be far from
true. The degree to which orders (both in the United States and Europe)precededexperience is
astounding.In 1968,for example, the largestlightwaterreactorthat had been operatingfor a year
or more was 200 MW. In contrastthe mean size of reactororderedthat year was 926 MW (see
figure4-1, p. 73). This sort of advertising(and to be fair, the willingnessto accept it) generated
enough light water orders, that, again, other technologieswere left behind.
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was expected that very soon other technologies would take its place.
These three things combinedto give light water a tremendousadvantage
in terms of development resources and time. When these other,
potentially superior, technologies were developed to the point of being
marketable,it was too late. Light water was entrenched.

